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MATHEMATICS
PAPER: MTM 205

( GENERAL THEORY OF CONTINUUM MECHANICS )
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GROUP-A

1. Answer any @ questions of the following: 4x2=8

a) Define Strain quadratic .

b) Write the diffbrences between stream line and path line.

c) Define green elastic rnaterial.

d) rhe components of the .*).r$ro"o1fJ 
" 
.:til\n"'rt of a continuous

medium are given by (g,i) = { +OO 0 0 )\3oo o -1oo/
Determine the maximum shear stress.

e) Consider the following displacement components due to deformation
in a continuum body u1 = 0.3X1 * 0.5X2,u, = 0.2X1 * Xs, u3 =
0.4& + x1.

Find the small rotation tensor at the point (2, 0, -l) in the body.

f) The velocity (u, v, w) of a fluid at a point P(x, y, z) is given by u :
-2xvz vz
#,, =.=. w--= Find rhe rate at which density of the tluid atx"+Y' x'+Y' x"i!'
point P is decreasing in the f'low field.

GROUP-B

2. Answer any @questions of the following:

a) Show that the equation of continuity between Eulerian and lagrangian

forms are equivalent.

b) Deline image. Find the image of a source with respect to a straight

line.

c) The strain tensor at a point is given uy 1r,ri = (3 ; -")\o -1 2/
Determine the extension of the line element in the directio, 

", (:,i,)

lP. r. oI

4x4=16
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What is the change of angle between two perpendicular line elements

the directions 
", (:,:,) a (fi , 0,,fu) I

d) Discuss the volumetric strain for small deformation of a body.

e) Define principal strain and principal direction of strain. Prove that all

principal strains are real

1) The velocity components in a fluid are given by u = x2 + z2,v =
y2 + z2,w = -22(x +y). Show that the tlow is possible. Examine

whether the motion is rotational or not.

GROUP-C

3. Answer any @ questions of the following:

a) Derive the basic elastic constants fbr isotropic elastic solid.

2x8=16

b) (i) State and prove the cauchy's first equation of motion. When the

continuum is in static equilibrium? Deduce the equation of equilibrium.

(ii) A stress fleld is given by Tr, = 20xl + x|,Tr, = x3,74 = xl,
Tr, = xl,Tr, = 30/i + 2oo,h3 = 3ox3 + 20Bx!. what are the

components of the body force required to ensure equilibrium.

c) Derive the equation of energy for perlbct fluid.
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